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Abstract. This paper discusses the relationship between the Non-

Blocking Atomic Commitment problem (NB-AC) and the Consensus problem in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure detectors. We rst
con rm that NB-AC is harder than Consensus. In contrast to Consensus, NB-AC is impossible to solve with unreliable failure detectors even
with a single crash failure. We de ne a weaker problem than NB-AC,
called Non-Blocking Weak Atomic Commitment (NB-WAC), which is
sucient to solve for most practical situations. A fundamental characteristic of NB-WAC is its reducibility to Consensus. The previous results
on solving Consensus with unreliable failure detectors apply therefore to
NB-WAC. An interesting intermediate result of this reducibility is that
Uniform Consensus and Consensus are equivalent problems. We show actually that any algorithm that solves Consensus with unreliable failure
detectors also solves Uniform Consensus.

1 Introduction
To ensure transaction failure atomicity in a distributed system, an agreement
problem must be solved among a set of participating processes. This problem,
called the Atomic Commitment problem (AC), requires the participants to agree
on an outcome for the transaction: commit or abort. When it is required that
every correct participant eventually reach an outcome despite the failure of other
participants, the problem is called Non-Blocking Atomic Commitment (NBAC). Solving this problem enables correct participants to relinquish resources
(e.g locks) without waiting for crashed participants to recover. The Two Phase
Commit (2PC) algorithm, for example, solves AC but not NB-AC [2], whereas
the Three Phase Commit algorithm of [15] solves NB-AC in synchronous systems (when communication delays and process relative speeds are bounded).
In this paper we compare the NB-AC problem and the Consensus problem in
?
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asynchronous systems with crash failures and reliable channels, augmented with
(possibly unreliable) failure detectors [4].
Consensus and NB-AC are similar problems in that they are both nonblocking agreement problems. The so-called FLP impossibility result, which states
that it is impossible to solve any non-trivial agreement in an asynchronous system even with a single crash failure, applies to both problems [7]. The starting
point of this paper is the fundamental result of Chandra and Toueg [4], which
states that Consensus is solvable in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure
detectors. An interesting question is then whether NB-AC can also be solved in
asynchronous systems with unreliable failure detectors.
The answer to this question is \No", and this is not surprising because the
NB-AC problem has been considered harder than Consensus [6, 12]. However, in
contrast to initial intuition, the reason NB-AC is harder than Consensus is not
its Uniform Agreement condition2. We show that Uniform Consensus (Consensus
+ Uniform Agreement) and Consensus are equivalent problems with respect to
unreliable failure detectors. The diculty in solving NB-AC is actually its NonTriviality condition (commit must be decided if all participants vote yes, and
there is no failure). This condition, usually only intended to avoid trivial solutions to the problem, requires precise knowledge about failures which unreliable
failure detectors cannot provide.
Nevertheless, with a weaker non-triviality condition (commit must be decided if all participants vote yes, and no participant is ever suspected), we de ne
a problem weaker than NB-AC, called NB-WAC (Non-Blocking Weak Atomic
Commitment). This problem is in fact adequate in real-world transactional systems. A fundamental characteristic of NB-WAC is that it is reducible to Consensus in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure detectors, i.e. whenever
Consensus is solvable, NB-WAC is also solvable. The results of Chandra and
Toueg on solving Consensus with unreliable failure detectors [4] therefore apply
to NB-WAC: (1) NB-WAC is solvable with failure detector class if at least one
participant is correct, and (2) NB-WAC is solvable with failure detector class
3 if there is a majority of correct participants.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our
system model. In Section 3 we de ne NB-AC and show that it is harder than
Consensus. In Section 4 we show that Consensus and Uniform Consensus are
equivalent with respect to unreliable failure detectors. In Section 5 we de ne NBWAC and show that it is reducible to Consensus. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
the main contributions of this paper and discusses related and future work.
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2 Model
Our model of asynchronous computation with failure detection is the one described in [4]. In the following, we only recall some informal de nitions and
2

The Uniform Agreement condition forbids any two participants (correct or not) to
decide di erently. NB-AC requires Uniform Agreement whereas Consensus requires
only Agreement (two correct participants cannot decide di erently).

results that are needed in this paper.

2.1 Processes
We consider a distributed system composed of a nite set of processes =
p1; p2; : : :; p completely connected through a set of channels. Communication
is by message passing, asynchronous and reliable. Processes fail by crashing;
Byzantine failures are not considered. Asynchrony means that there is no bound
on communication delays or process relative speeds. A reliable channel ensures
that a message, sent by a process p to a process p , is eventually received by p ,
if p and p are correct (i.e. do not crash). To simplify the presentation of the
model, it is convenient to assume the existence of a discrete global clock. This
is merely a ctional device inaccessible to processes. The range of clock ticks is
the set of natural numbers. A history of a process p
is a sequence of events
h = e0 e1 e , where e denotes an event of process p occured at time k.
Histories of correct processes are in nite. If not in nite, the process history of
p terminates with the event crash (process p crashes at time k). Processes
can fail at any time, and we use f to denote the number of processes that may
crash. We consider systems where at least one process is correct (i.e. f < ).
A failure detector is a distributed oracle which gives hints on failed processes.
We consider algorithms that use failure detectors. An algorithm de nes a set of
runs, and a run of algorithm A using a failure detector is a tuple R =<
F; H ; I; S; T >: I is an initial con guration of A; S is an in nite sequence of
events of A (made of process histories); T is a list of increasing time values
indicating when each event in S occured; F is a failure pattern that denotes the
set F(t) of processes that have crashed at any time t; H is a failure detector
history, which gives to each process p and at any time t, a (possibly false) view
H(p; t) of the failure pattern: H(p; t) denotes a set of processes, and q H(p; t)
means that process p suspects process q at time t.
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2.2 Failure detector classes
Failure detectors are abstractly characterized by completeness and accuracy
properties [4]. Completeness characterizes the degree to which crashed processes
are permanently suspected by correct processes. Accuracy restricts the false suspicions that a process can make. Two completeness properties have been identi ed. Strong Completeness, i.e. there is a time after which every process that
crashes is permanently suspected by every correct process, and Weak Completeness, i.e. there is a time after which every process that crashes is permanently
suspected by some correct process. Four accuracy properties have been identi ed.
Strong Accuracy, i.e. no process is suspected before it crashes; Weak Accuracy,
i.e. some correct process is never suspected; Eventual Strong Accuracy, i.e. there
is a time after which correct processes are not suspected by any correct process; and Eventual Weak Accuracy, i.e. there is a time after which some correct
process is never suspected by any correct process.
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Fig.1. Failure detector classes
A failure detector class is a set of failure detectors characterized by the same
completeness and the same accuracy properties (Figure 1). For example, the
failure detector class is the set of failure detectors characterized by Strong
Completeness and Strong Accuracy. Failure detectors characterized by Strong
Accuracy are reliable: no false suspicions are made. Otherwise, they are unreliable. For example, failure detectors of are unreliable, whereas failure detectors
of are reliable.
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2.3 Reducibility and transformation
An algorithm A solves a problem B if every run of A satis es the speci cation of
B. A problem B is said to be solvable with a class if there is an algorithm which
solves B using any failure detector of . A problem B 1 is said to be reducible
to a problem B 2 with class , if any algorithm that solves B 2 with can be
transformed to solve B 1 with . If B 1 is not reducible to B 2 , we say that B 1 is
harder than B 2 .
A failure detector class 1 is said to be stronger than a class 2 , (written 1
2 ), if there is an algorithm which, using any failure detector of 1, can emulate
a failure detector of 2 . Hence if 1 is stronger than 2 and a problem B is
solvable with 2 , then B is solvable with 1 . The following relations are obvious:
,
,3 3 ,3 3 ,
,3 3 ,
, and 3
3 . As it has been shown that any failure detector with Weak Completeness
can be transformed into a failure detector with Strong Completeness [4], we also
have the following relations:
,3 3 ,
, and 3
3 . Classes
and 3 are incomparable.
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2.4 Consensus
In the Consensus problem (or simply Consensus), every participant proposes an
input value, and correct participants must eventually decide on some common
output value. Consensus is speci ed by the following conditions. Agreement: no
two correct participants decide di erent values; Uniform-Validity: if a participant
decides v, then v must have been proposed by some participant; Termination:
every correct participant eventually decides. Chandra and Toueg have stated the
following two fundamental results [4] :

1. If f < , Consensus is solvable with .
2. If f < [ =2], Consensus is solvable with 3 .
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3 NB-AC is harder than consensus
In this Section, we show that the Non-Blocking Atomic Commitment problem (or
simply NB-AC) is not solvable in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure
detectors. This impossibility result holds even with the assumption that at most
one process may crash. Hence NB-AC is harder than Consensus.

3.1 The Non-Blocking Atomic Commitment problem
Atomic commitment problems are at the heart of distributed transactional systems. A transaction originates at a process called the Transaction Manager
(abbreviated TM), which accesses data by interacting with various processes
called Data Managers (abbreviated DM). The TM initially performs a begintransaction operation, then various write and read operations (by translating
writes and reads into messages sent to the DMs), and nally an end-transaction
operation. To ensure the so-called failure atomicity property of the transaction,
all DMs on which write operations have been performed, must resolve an Atomic
Commitment problem (as part of the end-transaction operation). These DMs are
called participants in the problem. In this paper we assume that the participants
know each other, and know about the transaction [1].
The atomic commitment problem requires the participants to reach a common outcome for the transaction among two possible values: commit and abort.
We will say that a participant AC-decides commit (respectively AC-decides
abort). The write operations performed by the DMs become permanent if and
only if participants AC-decide commit. The outcome AC-decided by a participant depends on votes (yes or no) provided by the participants. We will say
that a participant votes yes (respectively votes no). Each vote re ects the ability
of the participant to ensure that its data updates can be made permanent. We
do not make any assumption on how votes are de ned, except that they are not
predetermined. For example, a participant votes yes if and only if no concurrency
control con ict has been locally detected, and the updates have been written to
stable storage. Otherwise the participant votes no. A participant can AC-decide
commit only if all participants vote yes. In order to exclude trivial situations
where participants always AC-decide abort, it is generally required that commit
must be decided if all votes are yes and no participant crashes [2].
We consider the Non-Blocking Atomic Commitment problem (NB-AC) in
which a correct participant AC-decides even if some participants have crashed.
NB-AC is speci ed by the following conditions:

{ Uniform-Agreement: No two participants AC-decide di erent outcomes.
{ Uniform-Validity: If a participant AC-decides commit, then all participants have voted yes.

{ Termination: Every correct participant eventually AC-decides.
{ NonTriviality: If all participants vote yes, and there is no failure, then

every correct participant eventually AC-decides commit.
Uniform-Agreement and Uniform-Validity are safety conditions. They ensure
the failure atomicity property of transactions. Termination is a liveness condition which guarantees non-blocking. NonTriviality excludes trivial solutions to
the problem where participants always AC-decide abort. This condition can be
viewed as a liveness condition from the application point of view since it ensures
progress (i.e. transaction commit) under reasonable expectations: when no crash
and no participant votes no.

3.2 Impossibility of solving NB-AC

We show that NB-AC is harder than Consensus since even when assuming a
single crash, unreliable failure detectors are not strong enough to solve NB-AC.
We state this result for classes and 3 (Sect 2.3). Hence the result holds for
3 , 3 , , and 3 .
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Theorem 1. If f > 0, NB-AC cannot be solved with either 3 or .
P

S

(By contradiction3). Consider an algorithm A which solves NB-AC using any failure detector of 3 (respectively of ). Consider a failure detector
of 3 (respectively of ) and a run R =< F; H ; I; S; T > of A. In R, all
participants vote yes. One participant p1 crashes immediately without sending
any message, and all other participants are correct. Consider a correct participant p2. If p2 does not AC-decide, then the Termination condition of NB-AC is
violated in run R: a contradiction. Assume thus a time t at which p2 AC-decides
either (1) commit or (2) abort. Consider both cases:
1. p2 AC-decides commit at time t. Consider a run R1 =< F; H ; I 1; S; T > of
A, identical to R, except that p1 votes no (instead of yes). Participant p2
executes exactly the same events in R1 as in R, and AC-decides commit at
time t (R1 is indistinguishable from R to p2 ). As one participant (p1) has
voted no, the Uniform-Validity condition of NB-AC is violated in run R1 of
A: a contradiction.
2. p2 AC-decides abort at time t. Consider a run R2 =< F 2; H 2 ; I 2 ; S 2 ; T 2 >
of A. In R2 , all participants (including p1) are correct, and all messages from
p1 are delayed until after t > t. Assume that H 2 is identical to H , except
that after t > t, p1 is never suspected in H 2 . As no participant crashes in
R3, then H 2 satis es Strong Completeness. Consider accuracy.
{ If is of class 3 , H satis es Eventual Strong Accuracy, i.e. there
is a time after which correct participants are never suspected by any
correct participant. As H 2 is identical to H , except that p1 is never
suspected by any participant after time t , then H 2 satis es Eventual
Strong Accuracy.
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The intuitive idea of this proof was given in [5].

{ If is of class , H satis es Weak Accuracy, i.e. some correct particiD
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pant p is never suspected in H . As p = p1 (p1 crashes in R), then p
is never suspected in H 2 . Hence H 2 satis es Weak Accuracy.
Until time t, participant p2 executes exactly the same events as in R and ACdecides abort at t (until time t, R2 is indistinguishable from R to p2 ). As all
participants are correct and all have voted yes, the NonTriviality condition
of NB-AC is violated in run R2 of A: a contradiction.
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By the relations between failure detector classes (Sect. 2.3), we have the following
Corollary.

Corollary 1. If f > 0, NB-AC is not solvable with either 3 , , 3 , or 3 .
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Intuitively, the reason why NB-AC is not solvable with unreliable failure detectors is that NB-AC requires precise knowledge about failures. Assume a participant p which neither knows that all participants have voted yes, nor that some
participant has voted no. Participant p cannot wait inde nitely for the votes of
all participants (some may have crashed), and p cannot AC-decide abort unless it
knows that some participant has crashed. An unreliable failure detector (which
can make false failure suspicions) does not give p such knowledge and is therefore not strong enough to solve NB-AC. The need for precise knowledge about
failures is contained in the NonTriviality condition of NB-AC. It is surprising
that a condition which is intended to eliminate trivial solutions, introduces a
signi cant diculty in the problem. In Section 5, we weaken the NonTriviality
condition, still precluding trivial solutions, so that the new weaker problem has
solutions with unreliable failure detectors.

4 Uniform Consensus equivalent to Consensus
Generally, Atomic Commitment problems have been considered harder than
Consensus because of their Uniform Agreement condition (not because of their
NonTriviality condition) [6, 12]. Broadly speaking, Consensus enables two participants to decide di erently as long as at least one of them crashes, whereas
Atomic Commitment problems forbid two participants from ever AC-deciding
di erently (whether they crash or not).
In what follows, we show that in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure
detectors, Uniform Consensus (Consensus + Uniform Agreement) is reducible
to Consensus, i.e whenever Consensus is solvable, Uniform Consensus is also
solvable.

4.1 Uniform Consensus reducible to Consensus with unreliable
failure detectors

The Uniform Consensus problem is speci ed by the Uniform-Validity and Termination conditions of Consensus (Sect 2.4), and the following Uniform-Agreement
condition:

{ Uniform-Agreement: No two participants (correct or not) decide di erent
values.

First, we consider unreliable failure detector classes characterized by Strong
Completeness. These are 3P , S , and 3S (Figure 1). We will come back in Corollary 2 to classes characterized by Weak Completeness.

To show that Uniform Consensus is reducible to Consensus with 3 (respectively , 3 ), it suces to show that, if there is an algorithm A that solves
Consensus with 3 (respectively , 3 ), then we can construct an algorithm
A that solves Uniform Consensus with 3 (respectively , 3 ). Theorem 2
below is even stronger as it claims that A is A itself.
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Theorem 2. Any algorithm that solves Consensus with 3 (respectively ,
P

S

3 ), also solves Uniform Consensus with 3 (respectively , 3 ).
Proof. We show that there is a failure detector
of 3 (respectively of ,
3 ) such that, if an algorithm A using has a run R where Uniform Consensus
is not solved, A has also a run R1 where Consensus is not solved.
Consider a run R =< F; H ; I; S; T > of A such that the Uniform Agreement
condition is not satis ed in R but the speci cation of Consensus is satis ed
(otherwise it is obvious that R1 is R itself). In run R, two participants p and
p decide di erent values and at least one of them crashes, say p . Assume p
decides v at time t , and p decides v at time t (v = v ).
Consider a run R1 =< F 1; H 1 ; I 1; S 1 ; T 1 > with the same failure pattern
as in R, except that p and p are correct in R1 . Delay in R1 the reception
of all messages from p and p , not received in R before max(t ; t ), until t >
max(t ; t ). Assume that H 1 is identical to H until t , and after t no correct
participant is ever suspected and every participant that crashes is permanently
suspected. It is thus clear that H 1 satis es Strong Completeness, Eventual Strong
Accuracy and Eventual Weak Accuracy. As H 1 does not contain any suspicion
other than those in H 1 , if H satis es Weak Accuracy (i.e. if is of ), H 1
also satis es Weak Accuracy.
In run R1, participant p executes the same events as in R until time t ,
and decides v (until t , run R1 is indistinguishable from R to p ). Similarly,
participant p executes the same events as in R until t , and decides v (until
time t , R1 is indistinguishable from R to p ). Hence in run R1 , two correct
participants decide di erently.
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It is worthwhile to note that the algorithms described in [4], which was initially
designed to solve Consensus with and 3 , also solve Uniform Consensus.
By the relations between failure detector classes (Sect. 2.3), we have Corollary 2 below.
S

S

Corollary 2. Uniform Consensus is reducible to Consensus with 3 (respectively 3Q, S , W , 3S , 3W ).

P

Corollary 3 follows from the previous results on solving Consensus (Sect 2.4) and
the relations between failure detector classes (Sect. 2.3).

Corollary 3. If f <

j j, Uniform Consensus is solvable with either S or W ,
and if f < [j j=2], Uniform Consensus is solvable with either 3S , 3P , 3Q, W ,
or 3W .

4.2 Uniform Consensus versus Consensus with reliable failure
detectors

In this section we show that Theorem 2 does not hold with (hence it does
not hold with ).4 We give an algorithm A that solves Consensus with any
failure detector of , but there is a failure detector of , such that A does not
solve Uniform Consensus using . The algorithm is described by the function
consensus(v ) in Figure 2, called by every participant p , where v represents the
input value proposed by p . Function consensus() terminates by the execution of a
\return outcome" statement, where outcome is the decision value (line 8): when
p executes return outcome, p decides outcome. Participant p is informed by
its local failure detector module, , of failure suspicions: the notation p
(line 3) indicates that p suspects p .
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function consensus(vi )
j :=1 ;
while j < i
wait until [received (pj ; vj ; decide) or pj 2 Di ] ;
if received (pj ; vj ; decide) then
vi:=vj ;
j :=j + 1 ;
send (pi ; vi ; decide) to all ;
return vi ;

Fig. 2. An algorithm which solves Consensus but not Uniform Consensus
The basic idea of the algorithm is the following. Participant p1 immediately
sends the decision message (p1; v1 ; decide) (line 7) (bypassing lines 2-6), and
decides v1 (line 8). If p2 does not suspect p1 before it receives (p1 ; v1; decide), then
p2 adopts v1 (line 5). Then p2 sends (p2; v2 ; decide) (v1 = v2 ) to all (line 7), and
decides v1 (as did p1 ) (line 8). Participant p3 waits until it receives (p1 ; v1; decide)
or it suspects p1 , and it receives (p2 ; v2; decide) or it suspects p2 . In the case
where p3 receives both messages and v1 = v2, p3 adopts v2 . More generally,
participants decide on the input value proposed by the participant p , such that
k is the smallest index among participants that are never suspected.
6
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Note that this does not mean that Uniform Consensus is not reducible to Consensus.

Theorem 3.1. The algorithm in Figure 2 solves Consensus with .
P

We show that the three conditions of Consensus are satis ed.
1. Agreement. Assume that a correct participant p decides v. As p is correct,
then by the Strong Accuracy property of , no participant suspects p . Since
p must have sent its decision message (p ; v; decide) (line 7) before deciding
(line 8), then by the reliable channels assumption, every correct participant
receives (p ; v; decide). Hence every participant p such that i < k must have
received (p ; v; decide) (line 4) before deciding. Thus p decides v (line 5).
2. Validity. Every outcome decided by some participant is, by construction, an
input proposed by some participant (line 1).
3. Termination. We show by induction on i that every correct participant p
eventually decides. If p1 is correct then it sends a decision message (line 7)
and decides (line 8). Assume that for every k > 1, if p is correct then it
eventually decides, and consider p +1. As every correct participant must
have sent a decision message (line 7) before deciding (line 8), then by the
Strong Completeness property of and the reliable channels assumption,
p +1 cannot remain blocked unde nitely at the while statement of line 2. For
every j < (k + 1), either p +1 receives the decision message (p ; v ; decide),
or p +1 suspects p . Consequently, if p +1 is correct, then p +1 eventually
decides.
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Theorem 3.2. The algorithm in Figure 2 does not solve Uniform Consensus
with P .

We show that there is a failure detector of , and a run of the
algorithm where the Uniform Agreement condition is violated. Consider the run
R =< F; H ; I; S; T > such that p1 and p2 have di erent input values. Assume
that in H , every process that crashes is permanently suspected and no correct
participant is ever suspected. Hence H satis es Strong Completeness and Strong
Accuracy. Assume that p1 crashes immediatly after deciding v1 (line 8), and its
decision message (p1; v1 ; decide) (line 7) never arrives at p2. Hence p2 suspects
p1 and decides v2 (v2 = v1 ). Thus p1 and p2 decide di erently in run R. 2
By the relations between failure detector classes and , Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2 apply also to . Clearly, the algorithm in Figure 2 does not solve
Consensus with unreliable failure detectors. Indeed, if p1 and p2 are correct and
p2 falsely suspect p1, both may decide di erent values.
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5 NB-WAC reducible to Consensus
In this Section, we de ne the Non-Blocking Weak Atomic Commitment problem
(or simply NB-WAC) by weakening the NonTriviality condition of NB-AC. Then
we show that in asynchronous systems with unreliable failure detectors, NBWAC is reducible to Uniform Consensus. This implies, by Theorem 2, that NBWAC is also reducible to Consensus.

5.1 The Non Blocking Weak Atomic Commitment problem
NB-WAC is speci ed by the Uniform-Agreement, Uniform-Validity and Termination conditions of NB-AC (Sect 3.1) and by the following NonTriviality
condition:

{ NonTriviality: If all participants vote yes, and no participant is ever suspected, then every correct participant eventually AC-decides commit.

As all failure detector classes we consider ensure Weak Completeness (every
participant that crashes is eventually suspected), the NonTriviality condition of
NB-WAC is weaker than the NonTriviality condition of NB-AC. Nevertheless,
the NonTriviality condition of NB-WAC still eliminates trivial solutions to the
problem where participants always AC-decide abort.5 Note that an algorithm
that solves NB-WAC may lead to always abort transactions with an underlying
failure detector that always suspects some process. In practice however, failure
detectors do not behave this way. Failure detectors are usually implemented using
time-outs and suspect processes only after time-out expirations. The expiration
of a time-out (either correct or false suspicion) is generally considered, in realworld transactional systems, a sucient reason to abort a transaction [2].

5.2 NB-WAC reducible to Uniform Consensus
The reduction algorithm described by the function atomicCommitment() in Figure 3, transforms any algorithm that solves Uniform Consensus with 3 (respectively , 3 ), into an algorithm that solves NB-WAC with 3 (respectively ,
3 ).
We assume that participants know each others, and every participant p, either
crashes, or calls the function atomicCommitment(). The vote of participant p is
denoted vote , and we represent a Uniform Consensus algorithm by the function
uniformConsensus() (called at line 5 and 7). The values proposed and returned
by uniformConsensus() are commit and abort. Function atomicCommitment()
terminates by the execution of a \return outcome" statement, where outcome
is either commit or abort (lines 6 and 8): when p executes return outcome, p
AC-decides outcome. Participant p is informed by its local failure detector of
crash suspicions: the notation p
(line 3) (
3 ; ; 3 ) indicates
that p suspects p .
The basic idea of the algorithm is the following. Every participant sends its
vote to all participants (including itself). A participant that either receives a vote
no or suspects another participant, starts Uniform Consensus by proposing abort
(line 5), and AC-decides the outcome returned by Uniform Consensus (line 6).
Every participant that receives yes votes from all participants, starts Uniform
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Coan and Welch have discussed in [5] the bene ts of de ning a weak NonTriviality condition in order to develop randomized Non Blocking Atomic Commitment
protocols.
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function atomicCommitment(votei )
send (pi ; votei) to all
for j = 1 to n
wait until [received (pj ; votej ) or pj 2 Di ] ;
if pj 2 Di or votej = abort then
outcomei := uniformConsensus(abort) ;
return outcomei ;
outcomei := uniformConsensus(commit) ;
return outcomei ;
Fig. 3. An algorithm that reduces NB-WAC to Uniform Consensus

Consensus by proposing commit (line 7), and AC-decides the outcome returned
by Uniform Consensus (line 8).

Theorem 4. The algorithm in Figure 3 reduces NB-WAC to Uniform Consensus
with either 3P , S , or 3S .
Proof.

We show that the four conditions of NB-WAC are satis ed.

1. Uniform Agreement. Any participant that AC-decides outcome (lines 6 and
8), must have decided outcome through Uniform Consensus (lines 5 and 7).
By the Uniform Agreement condition of Uniform Consensus, no two participants can decide di erently.
2. Uniform Validity. A participant AC-decides outcome, only if it decides
outcome through Uniform Consensus. By the Validity condition of Uniform
Consensus, a participant decides commit only if some participant p has proposed commit (in line 7). To reach line 7, p must have received yes votes
from all.
3. Termination. There are two cases to consider for any correct participant p:
(3.1) p receives yes votes from all, and (3.2) p does not. In case (3.1), p
starts Uniform Consensus (line 7). In case (3.2), if p receives any vote no,
p starts Uniform Consensus (line 5). Otherwise, as every correct participant
sends its vote, then by the assumption of reliable channels and the Eventual
Strong Completeness property of 3 (respectively , 3 ), p eventually suspects some participant and starts Uniform Consensus (line 5). Hence every
correct participant starts Uniform Consensus. By the Termination condition
of Uniform Consensus, every correct participant eventually decides and thus
AC-decides.
4. NonTriviality. If there are no suspicions and all votes are yes, then every
participant which starts Uniform Consensus proposes commit (line 7). By the
Uniform-Validity condition of Uniform Consensus, every correct participant
decides commit and thus AC-decides commit (line 8).
2
P

S

S

By Corollary 3 and the relations between failure detector classes (Sect 2.3), we
have Corollary 4.

Corollary 4. If f <

j

, NB-WAC is solvable with either

j

S

or

W

, and if

f < [ =2], NB-WAC is solvable with either 3 , 3 , 3 , or 3 .
NB-WAC algorithms can be obtained by combining the reduction algorithm of
Figure 3 and the algorithms solving Consensus with and 3 [4]. In comparison, the algorithms described in [1, 15] for example can be seen as algorithms
that use . Elsewhere, we have described centralized and decentralized Three
Phase Commit algorithms using 3 [9, 10].
j

j

S

P

Q

W

S

S

P

S

6 Concluding Remarks
The importance of this work is in extending the applicability eld of the results
of Chandra and Toueg [4] on solving problems in asynchronous systems (with
crash failures and reliable channels) augmented with unreliable failure detectors. The applicability of these results to problems other than Consensus has
been discussed in [4, 11, 13, 14]. To our knowledge, it is however the rst time
that (non-blocking) atomic commitment problems are discussed in asynchronous
systems with unreliable failure detectors.
By weakening the NonTriviality condition of atomic commitment, we have
de ned a problem, called Non-Blocking Weak Atomic Commitment (NB-WAC),
which is adequate in practical transactional systems. We have shown that (1)
Uniform Consensus is reducible to Consensus, and (2) NB-WAC is reducible to
Uniform Consensus. As a consequence, the results of Chandra and Toueg on
solving Consensus with unreliable failure detectors apply to NB-WAC.
We would like to de ne, in terms of failure detector characteristics, lower
bounds on fault-tolerance for NB-WAC. It has been stated that 3 is the weakest failure detector class that can solve Consensus [3], and 3 cannot solve Consensus if more than a majority of participants can fail [4]. An interesting question
is whether these lower bounds are relevant for NB-WAC. Furthermore, one may
wonder if the NonTriviality condition de ned in this paper is the strongest one
that makes the problem solvable with unreliable failure detectors. Finally, we
have not considered unreliable failure detectors with a known bounded number of false suspicions. Whether NB-WAC is reducible to Consensus with these
failure detectors is an open question.
W
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